Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis acute exacerbations: where are we now?
Considerable controversy is haunting the treatment of IPF 'acute exacerbation', its most devastating complication. The consensus coined term 'acute exacerbation' implies that on an unknown etiology disease such as IPF, an unknown etiology superimposed acute lung injury/acute respiratory distress syndrome (ALI/ARDS) represents the end-life event in a consistent proportion of patients and are treated by high dose steroids despite unproven benefit. Inversely, ALI/ARDS treatment recommendations are based on the provision of excellent supportive care plus an extensive search and appropriate treatment of the etiologic precipitant and all intensive care clinicians in the absence of an obvious etiology, considering that occult infection is the most probable and also the most treatable underlying condition, universally administer extensive spectrum antimicrobials. Viewing the persistent high mortality in IPF 'acute exacerbations' treated with steroids we strongly believe that a study comparing the two arms of the steroid and non-steroid approach is greatly awaited by scientists and owed to the patients.